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To make it even more appealing to off-road riders, KTM has decided to give it a set of upgrades
for The new model year features a fresh body work with redesigned shrouds, airbox cover, front
fender, headlight fairing and headlight. More upgrades were made to the swingarm,
suspensions and the airbox. The engine is fed by a 8. The XC-W is one of the most powerful
enduro machines of its class. Combining low weight and high displacement, high-tech SOHC
4-stroke technology is the right choice for all who are looking for maximum performance,
combined with playful handling. The now black coated spokes increase corrosion resistance
and center the new, extremely stable, aluminum rims from GIANT. The modern and lightweight
frame design made of high-strength chromoly steel sections combines maximum longitudinal
stiffness with optimum torsional ridigty. It guarantees easy handling and precise cornering, but
also outstanding stability. In , the frame of the 4-stroke weighs even less thanks to thinner
walled down tubes. In addition, the braces that connect the cylinder head were optimized. This
means all new frames not only have a striking new color but also set the clear benchmark with
respect to weight and stability. The lower triple clamp has been redesigned for optimum
accomodation of the new front fender. Thanks to its new contour and mounting with two front
and two bottom bolts, the new fender has a lot more stability. Shrouds, airbox cover, front
fender, headlight fairing and the headlight have all been restyled for Adding to the
improvements is a high-quality seat foam core to maximize comfort and durability. All XC-W
models are fitted with the super strong, tapered Neken handlebar made of high tensile strength
aluminum alloy. The proven standard KTM mount allows to fix the handlebar in four different
positions. Designed using the latest in calculation and simulation software, the design and wall
thickness of the cast aluminum swingarm have been optimized for minimum weight at optimum
stiffness and precisely defined flexibility. For , the engineers have revised the chain guide to
increase reliability while lowering the weight. The redesigned airbox offers maximum protection
of the air filter against soiling while ensuring maximum airflow for top performance. The new
airbox covers are produced in a 2-component process and with new inmould graphics. The filter
can still be changed without using tools. In addition, two extra flaps on the cover allow to
secure it with bolts if desired. New, classy graphics with clear lines visually underscore the
exacting standards of what KTM deems a true, cutting-edge offroad bike. The first rate WP
Suspension elements have been further improved for Specially designed for enduro riding and
in some models with an optimized tuning, they ensure maximum traction and plenty of comfort.
High-Tech Brembo brakes have always been standard equipment on KTM offroad bikes, and
combined with the lightweight Wave discs, they are the ultimate solution in braking technology.
In the XC-W models gain a new master cylinder with a new reservoir, a smaller piston diameter
and a new lever with optimized kinematics. Combined with new sinter brake pads Toyo B , this
makes for another perceptible improvement of front brake performance and action. The engine
features two oil pumps and a common oil circuit. A pressure pump provides reliable lubrication
to the crankshaft, piston, counter balance shaft and valve train. In addition, it ensures the
cooling of the ignition and lubrication of the clutch. A scavenger pump draws oil from the
crankcase and uses it to lubricate the transmission. Developed for tough enduro racing, the
SOHC engine with Together with the Keihin EFI system, they provide unrivaled enduro specific
performance and rideability. For , the lightweight, forged bridged box-type piston has received
the high-performance piston rings of the SX-F. In order to balance the mass-forces, the engine
uses a counter balance shaft which doubles as a water pump drive. The XC-W is equipped with
kickstarters as well as electric starters as standard. The electric starter is well protected behind
the cylinder. The crankshaft with a stroke of They have a plain bearing in the big end. The
previous needle bearing is replaced with two force-fitted XCF-W shells that run directly on the
crank pin. The cylinder head is equipped with a single overhead camshaft which has been
lightened by 10 percent for It activates two titanium intake valves and two steel exhaust valves.
The weight optimized valve train leads to lower friction for improved performance as well as
less engine braking action. Also, an optimized cylinder head gasket now guarantees increased
durability in extreme conditions. The automatic decompression mechanism has also been
strengthened to further optimize durability. The Engine Management System EMS by Keihin
with electronic fuel injection and 42mm throttle body ensures a spontaneous response and
maximum engine performance. An oil-cooled W AC alternator provides sufficient energy for the
fuel injection, lighting and other electrical loads. In additon, the optional User-Setting Tool
allows to readout engine data with a laptop and change the ignition and injection mappings with
a few mouse clicks. The proven 6-speed gear box is distinguished by easy and precise shifting.
Optimized for , the single-piece basket of the DDS Damped Diaphragm Steel clutch is machined
from solid high-tensile steel in one piece together with the primary drive gear. This process
guarantees unbeatable reliability and contributes to the narrow engine width due to its compact
rivet-less design. Additionally, this construction allows the use of thin steel linings which also

contribute to the compact clutch dimensions. The diaphragm spring makes it possible to
implement an additional rubber damping system inside the clutch hub, guaranteeing reliability
for the transmission and good traction. In addition, a stronger inner hub further increases
stability. Finally, the hydraulic clutch mechanism by Brembo in conjunction with the diaphragm
spring guarantees a very light operation and good controllable modulation of the clutch. Engine
Type 1-cylinder 4-stroke engine, water-cooled Displacement Read More. What do you think?
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Bikes. Clear All. Rekluse Core EXP 3. If you parked a and KTM XCW side-by-side, you probably
wouldn't notice any difference but the graphics and some small color changes to some parts.
We're okay with the look, since there are many changes hidden inside that have made a major
difference. The weighs the same and has more and smoother power. But that was then. In the
meantime, KTM redesigned the shock internals and the fork's upper and lower tubes. KTM has
managed to get the rear shock working very well, and especially for off-road. To accomplish
that feat, the shock has two separate pistons on the same shaft. A large needle - something like
a much larger version of a carburetor needle - is located in the shock body. As the shock gets
deep into the travel, the needle enters the shock shaft, and it closes off the free bleed for the
second piston. Rather than relying on a linkage to decrease leverage on the shock late in the
travel, the WP PDS system utilizes far more valving control over the oil flow. For the second
PDS piston has a larger center opening, and the shock needle is larger as well, and the end
result is that the second piston has less crossover to the damping early in the stroke. It turns
out that this is a good thing. Up front there are small internal changes, but the shape of the
outer tubes and the manufacturer and material of the inner tubes is much closer to that used by
Kayaba and Showa. The difference in suspension compliance and control is amazing. If you are
used to a linkage bike you may find the shock a little more active and a bit hoppy feeling under
braking, but for most riders the feeling is reduced from past models, and the acclimatization
period is profoundly shorter. A new front caliper has maintained the stunning brake power at
previous levels, but the control and feel of the brake is vastly improved, and that is a good
thing. These bikes stop like no Japanese bike. As always, the hydraulic clutch works extremely
well. It isn't that the hydraulic design offers any advantages of leverage over a cable system, but

the friction of the inner cable wire against the cable hosing is gone. In addition, hydraulic is
more instant since there is no cable flex. Add in the fact that a hydraulic system self-adjusts,
and you have a classy clutch. Another welcome feature is the material of the lever. We bent the
lever, and then carefully bent it back, and it showed no inclination to crack or break. Naturally,
the down side is the master cylinder is much more expensive than an ordinary clutch perch if it
is broken or damaged. For , though, the clutch is less vital, because it is required less often. A
cam change has boosted the bottom and middle rpm power, so this engine is far more
responsive, happier to gain rpm and blessed with more meat to the power at all rpm. The need
we felt for lower gearing for tight trails in past years is much less urgent, or even superfluous.
After all, there are six nicely spaced gears in that box, and they cover trail conditions from
survival slow to get-a-ticket-on-the-freeway fast. On dry and somewhat slippery terrain, our bike
indicated approximately 85 miles an hour. A traction situation with less wheelspin would
probably push the bike through the wind a bit faster, but that felt plenty fast for us. Somehow
this combination of added performance and a "happier" engine character conspires with the
suspension to steal away the weight feel of the bike. Sure, it is the lightest bike in the test by
anywhere from four to 21 pounds, but it feels lighter than it is. The XC with no kickstart system
at all and a five speed is still over 10 pounds lighter, but now the difference in weight feel is not
so great. With this light feel the XCW goes straighter in whoops and remains composed at
speed. It is happiest in twisty, turny conditions where you keep a little momentum and flow. The
chassis has good front wheel traction, and the bike carves pretty well on flat ground, and it cuts
in nicely for sand and mud. It never really wags the head enough to be a serious issue, but is
busy enough that a steering damper is a welcome, but no required addition. It has lighting
capability, but no lights. The only thing truly missing is a skid plate or other type of engine case
protection. The frame rails actually do a decent job protecting the center cases, but the ignition
cover is vulnerable. The only other chink in the off-road armor is that the KTM - with no coolant
catch tank - will get hot, boil over and lose coolant while the Japanese machinery simply cycles
the overflow back in when the engine cools. As far as rider position goes, the KTM is roomy and
easy to move around on, and if you want to make changes, the handlebar position is adjustable,
and both KTM and the aftermarket offer taller and lower seats. The Japanese do still have a seat
advantage according to most of our test guys. Some riders felt the bike was a little wide when
they rode standing, but most adapted quickly. Mileage and range are good despite holding only
a half-gallon more than the BMW or Honda thimbles, and part of the thanks goes to the engine
not needing rpm to make good ground speed and a gear for every situation that helps the bike
digest dinosaurs judiciously. It was money well-spent, and the bike is a much more effective
trail weapon in KTM could have had this class by the throat except for one thing: the Husaberg.
While the KTM has an advantage for faster and more open riding, in tight conditions the 'Berg
has an edge for most riders. Nevertheless, as an all-around package the KTM has more to offer,
since it is not so narrowly focused, and routine maintenance - like shock spring preload
adjustments are much easier. The KTM also suits tall riders more easily. Add a proven reliability
record and strong resale, and it is easy to see why orange has become the color of off-road.
Actual Weight tank full : lb. Seat Height: Transmission: 6-speed Manufacturer Website: The bike
handles great in the tight and twisty trails and it is so light, it felt like I was riding my The
suspension was pretty stiff on the trail and on the mx track but it stayed straight just beat you
up a little. The bike turns very good and stays predictable in the corners; it goes were you want
it too. This bike had plenty of power with the XC-W gearbox, great for tight trails and a very fast
6th gear for when you need it. The clutch pull is very smooth but one thing I noticed is the lever
was in an awkward position and it caused my hand to get tired faster. The steering felt a little
tight and a steering stabilizer would have been nice for the high speed sections. The best
quality of this bike by far is its light and nimble feeling. Enough so that I purposely left it till the
last bike of the day to avoid making the other bikes feel worse than they are. I just fit this bike
and it fits me. Because I can't think of a stronger word, I'd say it was perfect for the day. While
other struggled with fuel capacity, I never hit reserve. The suspension and engine kept my body
from hitting reserve as well. Even I wouldn't mind a lower seat height, but I just had to mount
my tall seat from Enduro Engineering. That seat is all I needed to make my day. In '08 I touted
the , but in '09 I s
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ay, who needs it? It just does everything that I want it to. It felt very agile. I even rode the KTM
on the track with no problem. It has that low-end grunt that allows you to go into low-speed
sections and roll it on without clutching it a lot. With this engine I didn't really notice the

wide-ratio transmission. First is not too low, and it pulls all the gaps easy. It doesn't have a big
hit, but there is always plenty of torque. On tricky sections I would have to charge harder on the
other bikes. I have the '06 XC, and it feels heavier in general, and more front end heavy. The new
bike stays straight on hits better, and it never really does anything weird. The power feels tame
with no hit, but it runs as hard as or harder than my XC does, and it does that while being
quieter. It feels more nimble than my bike as well. None of these s are light, but this one feels
light. It would be my pick for a off-road. Menu Sign Up. Dirt Rider. Search Search. Latest Tests.
Dirt Bikes. Buyers Guide.

